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GW luminosity distance in LCDM

• Cosmological distances inferred through measures of fluxes are known as luminosity distances.

• For GW the luminosity distance is directly associated to the dampening of the wave amplitude:

• When only the background expansion in considered

• However, as GW propagate in a inhomogeneous Universe the measured dL picks up corrections and an angular 
dependence

Bertacca et al. (2018) found
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Convergence estimator1st order corrections to DL

Ours observables then become the cross-correlations of density contrast field, galaxies weak lensing and GW weak lensing
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Tomographic observables

Galaxy-only obsevables GW obsevables
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Tomographic observables

Galaxy-only obsevables GW obsevables

We require bright
GW events 

(broadly defined)



Effective Field Theory of Modified Gravity

• Unifying language that encompasses several DE models

• Separate background evolution from linear perturbations

• Write an action with all operators giving at most second order equations of motion and

• Reflecting the symmetries of the FLRW metric operators coefficients (EFT functions) are functions of time

We further restrict to Horndeski with 
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The background expansion history

ü

With this set-up, to parametrize any model in a general way one only needs to choose

3 EFT functions

non-minimal coupling

kineticity

braiding
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In Horndeski theories, weak lensing is still the dominant
correction to dL and is not explicitly modified

The non minimal coupling term introduces dissipation, 
so that the inferred background GW luminosity distance 
becomes
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The non minimal coupling term introduces dissipation, 
so that the inferred background GW luminosity distance 
becomes

The GW convergence estimator then becomes



To obtain forecasts on cosmological parameters, we performed a Fisher matrix analysis

We used EFTCAMB (Hu et al., 2014) for power spectra generation and CosmicFish (Raveri et al., 2016) for the Fisher matrix calculation

We considered different observational scenarios, varying:

• The number of measured bright GW sources

• The accuracy on the luminosity distance measurement

• The error on the counterpart redshift – either a spectroscopic 

or a photometric measurement

Figure: normalized GW sources distribution

Each time, we varied all parameters! Noise, LCDM parameters and MG parameters 5



Results – EFT of MG
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Model M1:
The background is not fixed, with

, , ,

Balaudo et al. (2022) [arXiv:2210.06398]



Marginalized forecasts on MG parameters, for a futuristic scenario in which 105 sources are detected 
with a spectroscopic redshift 7

Results – EFT of MG
Balaudo et al. (2022) [arXiv:2210.06398]
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Results – EFT of MG

This FoM is inversely proportional to the N-th root of the 1s volume in the parameter space

We defined a Figure of Merit with N = number of free parameters

Balaudo et al. (2022) [arXiv:2210.06398]



• Single near future experiments might have too poor source statistics for GW
weak lensing to provide crucial information

• We showed however that it is possible to define a convergence estimator
containing crucial information over MG parameters

• Weak lensing could become a valuable source for GW experiments in the
long run, especially to probe the growth parameters, that cannot be
constrained though sirens

• In this optics, the main thing to improve on is the accuracy on luminosity
distance and sky-location determination, to facilitate host identification

Conclusions
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Thank you!
And thanks to Alice Garoffolo, Matteo Martinelli, Suvodip Mukherjee and Alessandra Silvestri
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